Aims. We present an 8-band (u * , g ′ , r ′ , i ′ , z ′ , Y, J, K s ) optical to near-infrared deep photometric catalogue based on the observations made with MegaCam and WIRCam at CFHT, and compute photometric redshifts, z p in the North Ecliptic Pole (NEP) region. AKARI infrared satellite carried out deep survey in the NEP region at near to mid infrared wavelength. Our optical to near-infrared catalogue provides us to identify the counterparts, and z p for the AKARI sources.
INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the cosmic history of star formation is one of the most important aspects in the study of galaxies. It has been shown that the star formation rate density derived from UV and optical wavelengths at z ∼ 1 is one order of magnitude higher than in the local Universe (Madau 1995; Hopkins et al. 2001; Connolly et al. 1997; Steidel et al. 1999; Ly et al. 2007 ). These results highlight the importance of studying the cosmic star formation activity at high redshift (z ∼ 1). Studies of the extragalactic background have suggested at least one third (or half) of the luminous energy generated by stars has been reprocessed into the infrared by dust (Lagache et al. 1999; Puget et al. 1996; Stecker et al. 2006; Franceschini et al. 2008) , and that the contribution of infrared luminous sources to the cosmic infrared luminosity density increases with redshift, especially at z > 1 (Goto et al. 2010 ). For luminous infrared galaxies (L IR > ∼ 10 11 L ⊙ ), the SFR derived from UV continuum or optical diagnostics (Hα emission line) is smaller than that inferred from the infrared or radio luminosity, which are free from dust extinction. The tendency becomes more conspicuous with increasing infrared luminosity. This suggests that more luminous galaxies, i.e., galaxies with larger SFR, are more heavily obscured by dust (Hopkins et al. 2001; Sullivan et al. 2001; Hicks et al. 2002; Choi et al. 2006; Buat et al. 2007) . Therefore, to understand the star-formation history, it is essential to investigate star-formation in highly dust-obscured galaxies at high redshift (z > ∼ 1) in the mid-infrared region where dust extinction is less severe.
The infrared space telescope AKARI (Murakami et al. 2007 ) was launched in February 2006 and the AKARI/IRC (InfraRed Camera: Onaka et al. 2007 ) obtained higher quality nearmid infrared data than the previous infrared space missions such as Infrared Astronomical Satellite (Neugebauer et al. 1984) and Infrared Space Observatory (Kessler et al. 1996) . The IRC has three channels (NIR, MIR-S, and MIR-L) with nine filters (N2, N3, N4, S 7, S 9W, S 11, L15, L18W, and L24) , and AKARI carried out a deep survey program in the direction of North Ecliptic Pole (NEP), so-called NEP-Deep survey (hereafter, NEP-Deep: Matsuhara et al. 2006 ) with all the nine IRC bands. Each single band observed ∼0.6 square degrees, and ∼ 0.5 square degrees circular area centered on α = 17 h 55 m 24 s , δ = +66
• 37 ′ 32 ′′ are covered by all the nine bands. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of each IRC channel is ∼ 4 arcsec in NIR, ∼5 arcsec in MIR-S, and ∼6 arcsec in MIR-L. Murata et al. (2013) constructed a revised near to mid infrared catalogue of the AKARI NEP-Deep. The 5σ detection limits in the AKARI NEP-Deep catalogue are 13, 10, 12, 34, 38, 64, 98, 105 and 266 µJy at the N2, N3, N4, S 7, S 9W, S 11, L15, L18W, and L24 bands, respectively. The real strength of the NEP-Deep survey lies in the unprecedented photometric coverage from 2 µm to 24 µm, critically including the wavelength domain between Spitzer ′ s IRAC (Fazio et al. 2004 ) and MIPS (Rieke et al. 2004 ) instruments from 8 µm to 24 µm, where only limited coverage is available from the peak-up camera on the IRS (Houck et al. 2004) . Therefore, NEP-Deep survey has a great advantage to be able to study infrared galaxies without uncertainties of interpolation over the mid-infrared wavelength range.
Furthermore, the NEP-Deep field is a unique region because many astronomical satellites have accumulated many deep exposures covering this location due to the nature of its position on the sky. X-ray observations by Chandra, UV observations by GALEX, and far-infrared observations by Herschel were made toward the NEP-Deep field. In addition, sub-mm data from S CU BA-2 on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT ) and radio data from Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WS RT ) were also obtained in the NEP-Deep field (see also Wada et al. 2008) . Thus this multi-band AKARI NEP-Deep field data set provides a unique opportunity to study star formation of infrared luminous galaxies.
Deep ancillary optical and near-infrared data covering the entire NEP-Deep region are essential for finding counterparts of sources detected with AKARI. In addition, multi-wavelength data are needed for accurate photometric redshift estimation, especially in covering the rest-frame wavelength range around the 4000Å break. Many studies have been made of the optical counterparts of the AKARI sources. Takagi et al. (2012) used the Subaru/Suprime cam (S-cam) to obtain deep optical images (28.4 mag for B-band, 28.0 mag for V, 27.4 mag for R, 27.0 mag for i ′ , and 26.2 mag for z ′ in the AB magnitude system), but these data only cover one half of the NEP-Deep area. Hwang et al. (2007) observed the entire NEP-Deep field with Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) in the g ′ , r ′ , i ′ , and z ′ -bands with limiting magnitudes of 26.1, 25.6, 24.7, and 24 .0 mag (4σ) with 1 arcsec diameter apertures, however these images have insensitive areas resulting from gaps between CCD chips. Imai et al. (2007) observed the area with KPNO-2.1 m/FLAMINGOS in the J-and K s -bands, but the 3σ detection limits were shallow (21.85 mag and 20.15 mag in the J and K s -bands, respectively). Moreover, these data cover only about one third of the NEPDeep field (25 ′ × 30 ′ ). 12 L ⊙ . Red, Green and Blue solid lines represent SEDs of Mrk231, M82, and Arp220. Thick horizontal lines in pink and sky blue show the 5σ detection limits of AKARI N2 -L24 filters and ground based g ′ -K s band 4 σ limiting magnitudes which we newly observed (see Table 2 ). Filter response curves of CFHT/MegaCam, WIRCam, and AKARI/IRC are shown at the bottom of the panels. Red, green, blue, pink, cyan, orange, and black dotted-lines represent g Figure 2 ) and near infrared Y, J, and K s imaging data (red square in Figure 2 ) in the NEP-Deep field using MegaCam (Boulade et al. 2003 ) and the Wide-field InfraRed Camera (WIRCam; Puget et al. 2004 ) on the CFHT. We also combine existing u * -band data (purple square in Figure  2 , PI: S. Serjeant; Takagi et al. 2012 ) to provide a band-merged catalogue based on the z ′ -band. The catalogue will be used to analyze the AKARI NEP sources. This paper is organized as follows; we describe our observations and data reduction procedures in §2, and source extraction in each band in §3. We present our band-merged catalogue in §4. In §5, we describe our method of star-galaxy separation based on colour-colour-criteria and the SExtractor stellarity index. We calculate photometric redshifts for the sources in our catalogue by Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) fitting which is presented in §6. §7 provides properties of AKARI sources identified their optical counterparts in our catalogue. We summarize our results in the final section. 1 . The pre-processing, including bias subtraction and flatfielding of raw images, was carried out using the Elixir pipeline (Magnier & Cuillandre 2004) . Elixir is a collection of programs and databases, specializing for MegaCam data. By stacking the Elixir-processed images, we produced a final mosaiced image using the AstrOmatic softwares including WeightWatcher 2 (Marmo & Bertin 2008) for creating a weight map, SExtractor 3 (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) for extraction and photometry of sources, SCAMP 4 (Bertin 2006) for astronomical calibration with 2MASS as an astrometric reference catalogue, and modified SWarp 5 (Bertin et al. 2002) with a 3-sigma clipping function 6 for stacking images. The images were scaled to have a photometric zero-point of 30.000 in AB magnitudes. Before the stacking, images were re-sampled using a Lanczos-3 6-tap filter with a 128 pixels mesh by Swarp. A left panel of Figure 3 shows the FWHM distribution of the individual images used for the stacking measured by the Elixir. We can see that the FWHM ranges for r ′ -z ′ -bands are 0.60 -1.20, and that for g ′ -band is slightly worse (0.75 -1.25) compared with the others. The FWHMs of final stacked images for r ′ -z ′ bands are ∼ 0.85 -0.9 arcsec, and 0.96 for g ′ -band. In this work we carefully exclude a false source contamination of our final catalogue. During this data reduction, we removed peaked isolated noise using the normalized Median Absolute Deviation (MAD; Beers et al. 1990 ). We considered 15 pixels surrounding each pixel in each image, and calculated a median and MAD values. If the original pixel value deviated by more than 3 MAD from the median value, it was regarded as bad, and was replaced with the median value. Since fake sources lying astride over a few pixels or along artificial structures close to bright sources cannot be removed by the MAD method, we use those weight maps during source extraction by SExtractor (see §3.1) and carry out band-merging procedure (see §4.2) to reduce the false source contaminations. We observed four positions with dithering, covering completely a 47 ′ × 44 ′ field of view in each band. The pre-processing, removal of the instrumental signature and astrometry for raw WIRCam images, was carried out by the ′ I ′ iwi 7 preprocessing pipeline. In general, photometric calibration by SCAMP is based on both internal pairing among frames of overlapping regions with SExtracted source catalogues of WIRCam itself and external pairing with reference catalogues with SExtracted source catalogues of WIRCam. However, we found the internal pairing method did not work well when cross checking the uniformity of the photometric zero point across the SWarp stacked images by using the SCAMP photometric solution. Therefore, in this paper, we only used the external pairing method. Photometric calibration of the J and K s -band observations were performed by matching to the corresponding 2MASS catalogue, the weighted images were then stacked using the modified SWarp. We compared 2MASS sources with photometric errors of less than 0.05 mag, J < 16.48 mag and K s < 15.90 mag, respectively, with the extracted sources of WIRCam. We found the zero point and its uniformity within the Since the 2MASS catalogue does not have Y-band magnitudes, we did the photometric calibration of the Y-band by comparing with the predicted Y-band magnitudes estimated by SED fitting of stars. For the purpose of creating the predicted Yband magnitude catalogue as the external reference, first we created a band-merged catalogue (see §4) and selected stars with a stellarity index given by SExtractor, CLASS STAR parameter in the z ′ -band image, and appropriate u * − J and g ′ − K s colours (see §5). We calculated the predicted Y-band magnitude based on the χ 2 fitting analysis of the SED using a publicly available LePhare code, (Ilbert et al. 2006; Arnouts et al. 2007; Ilbert et al. 2009 ) with 154 star templates, which include main sequence stellar SEDs from Pickles (1998) and white dwarf SEDs from Bohlin et al. (1995) . For the SED fitting, we input the photometric data sets from u * to K s -bands omitting the Yband. Then we calibrated the photometry with the predicted Yband magnitude as the external reference catalogue of SCAMP, and made the final images with the modified SWarp. In Figure 4 , we compared the observed Y-band magnitudes from the final image with the predicted magnitudes based on the SED fitting for the selected stars. The figure shows that both values are agreed with each other. We obtained the photometric zero point and the root mean square (RMS) in the Y-band as 25.715 mag and 0.095 (Y < 23mag).
OBSERVATION and DATA REDUCTION
Before the final stack, we re-samplied WIRCam images using the Lanczos-3 6-tap filter with a 128 pixels mesh by Swarp as well as MegaCam imagers. And then we adopted the threshold of FWHM < 1.2 arcsec estimated by SExtractor to removed the bad quality images. The FWHM distributions we used for the final stacked images are shown in the right panel of Figure 3 , and the seeing of the final stacked images of Y, J, and K s -bands are all ∼ 0.7 -0.8 arcsec. Figure 3 and in Table 2 ). In order to carry out photometry for each band with optimal aperture, we ran SExtractor with each band image individually with same parameter set. The SExtractor parameter set for all bands is summarized in Table  1 . A 7pix×7pix Gaussian Point Spread Function (PSF) convolution filter with FWHM = 3.0 pixels was used for helping to detect faint sources. Fluxes of extracted sources were measured using SExtractor with elliptical apertures of 2.5 times of the Kron radius (Kron 1980) , i.e., SExtractor's MAG AUTO. We used weight maps created during SWarp process to avoid false detections. Figure 5 is an example of weight maps (left:
′ -band weight map shows four less weighted regions in a cross direction and eight minor less weighted regions in longitudinal direction due to the detector gaps. This trend for all our MegaCam data are very similar to that of z ′ -band. While the WIRCam K s -band weight map looks nicely uniform and no distinct less weighted gaps comparing with the MegaCam data. The trend for Y and J-ban data are almost the same as that of K s -band. Data at the less weighted area are relatively noisier than the other area, and noise causes false detections. Weight maps affect error estimates and reduce the number of false detections at the noisy region.
From extracted source catalogue for each band, we removed sources with a photometric flag of 4 or larger from the detected source list because these sources can be unreliable indicating that at least one pixel is saturated or close to the image boundary or both. The number of sources in the extracted catalogue Table 2 . Summary of properties of the extracted source catalogues for each band. Line (1): FWHM of PSF. Line (2): Integration time. Line (3): Number of detected sources in each band image. Line (4): Limiting magnitude in each band with a threshold of 4σ detection within an 1 arcsec radius. Line (5): 50% completeness limit. Line (6): Magnitude difference between MAG APER with 1 arcsec radius and MAG AUTO for objects at 0.45 < z < 0.55. 
and K s -bands. In the number count panels, pink filled squares represent total number counts at NEP-Deep field (this work), and green lines show a number count of stars around NEP-Deep field using a TRILEGAL galaxy model (Girardi et al. 2012) . Cyan filled circles represent number counts of galaxies which is estimated with total minus stellar number counts. As references, we over plotted total number counts at NEP-Wide field (blue squares, Hwang et al. 2007 ) and galaxy number counts from CFHTLS T0007 data for optical bands, while total number counts from 2MASS and galaxies one from WIRCam Deep survey (Bielby et al. 2012 ) for near-infrared. In the right bottom panel, red, green, blue, pink, cyan, orange, and black lines represent the completeness of g ′ -K s , respectively.
for each band is given in Table 2 . Figure 6 (except bottom right panel) shows number counts for all our seven band data. Number counts from Hwang et al. (2007) at NEP-Wide field and those from 2MASS data around NEP region are over plotted in the figure as references of total (star + galaxy) number counts (blue open squares). We found that our total number counts are consistent with those surveys' results. We also calculated the number counts of stars at around NEP-region using a TRILEGAL galaxy model (Girardi et al. 2012 ) in each band, and then we subtracted it from the total number counts to estimate galaxy number counts (cyan filled circles). The number counts are compared with CFHTLS T0007 8 for MegaCam data and with WIRCam Deep survey (Bielby et al. 2012) for WIRCam J and K s -bands. At the bright magnitude range, our galaxy number counts in g ′ -band is slightly larger compared with those from CFHTLS, while in z ′ , and J-bands our results are slightly smaller than that of the com-8 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHTLS/T0007/ CFHTLS T0007-TechnicalDocumentation.pdf parison fields. These differences are about 15% and it can be explained an uncertainly of the TRILEGAL models. At the fainter magnitude range, where the effect from star number counts is weak, our results and their comparisons are excellently agreed with each other.
Detection Limits and Completeness
We determined the 4σ detection limits over a circular aperture of 1 arcsec radius. The detection limit changes depending on the source position on the mosaiced images since the exposure map is not uniform. We present the median values over the entire field for all MegaCam and WIRCam bands in -bands, respectively. The completeness of each band was estimated via simulations with artificial sources. We produced 2,000 artificial sources per 0.2 magnitude with the averaged radial profile of 20 point sources in each band. We separated the artificial sources by at least 60 pixels from each other. We ran SExtractor on each image with the artificial sources by utilizing exactly the same extraction parameters as for the original images. A success of the detection of those artificial sources is judged based on source location (within 1 arcsec from the true location) and magnitude (within 0.5 mag from the true magnitude). The 50% completeness limits are listed in Table 2 and the completeness curves are shown in right panel of Figure 6 as a function of magnitude. The completeness curves show that the detection probability begins to drop rapidly at around 90% value, and the magnitude difference between 90% and 10% completeness is about 2 mag.
The limiting magnitudes listed in Table 2 are actually for point sources because the values represent the 4σ detection within an 1 arcsec aperture radius. Over 99% of the flux of a point source is included within the aperture (FWHM = 0.8-0.9 arcsec), while an extended galaxy at low-redshift with magnitude equal to the limiting magnitude cannot be detected with 4 σ since such galaxies are spatially resolved in our images. We measured the difference between the 1 arcsec radius aperture magnitude (MAG APER) and the total magnitude (MAG AUTO). In §6, we calculate the photometric redshift via SED fitting and find the peak redshift distribution of our data to be z ∼ 0.5. We then compared the MAG APER with MAG AUTO for galaxies at z ∼ 0.5 (0.45 < z < 0.55) as a typical example in our data. The differences in the all images is around 0.38-0.56 mag. We, therefore, note a limiting magnitude for extended sources is typically brighter by ∼0.5 mag.
BAND-MERGED catalogue based on z ′ -BAND
In this section, we describe the processes of making the bandmerged catalogue. One of our aims of this work is to construct a z ′ -band based band-merged catalogue and find counterparts of AKARI infrared sources (Murata et al. 2013 ). We use optical data as a base-band for the band-merged catalogue since the optical data cover the AKARI NEP-Deep field wider than the near-infrared ones. Since a redder band is much more useful to identify AKARI sources because bluer bands can be affected by heavy dust extinction, the z ′ -band is adopted as the base-band, although it is shallower than the bluer bands.
Since u * -band photometric data are important for the photometric redshift estimation in §6, in this work we merged not only the newly obtained MegaCam 4 bands and WIRCam 3 bands, but also the u * -band catalogue constructed by Takagi et al. (2012) . This u * -band image is centered at R.A. = 17 h 55 m 24 s , Dec. = +66
• 37 ′ 32 " [J2000] and has a limiting magnitude of 24.6 mag [5σ ; AB]. Details of the source extraction and the photometry for u * -band are described in §2.2.2 of Takagi et al. (2012) .
Astrometric Accuracy
We cross-matched sources in all the bands to create the bandmerged catalogue based on the z ′ -band and checked the astrometric accuracy by examining the coordinate offset with respect to 2MASS and our other band catalogues. Counterparts in each catalogue for z ′ -band sources were searched within an 1 arcsec radius. We found 2334 counterpart of 2MASS sources. The spatial distribution of the offset, mean offsets and RMS offset, are 0.013 arcsec and 0.32 arcsec, respectively. For the other bands, the RMS for u * -band is 0.18 arcsec, and 0.08-0.11 arcsec in the other bands. The large RMS in u * -band is probably due to a slightly degraded PSF. All the offsets and the RMS offsets are summarized in Table 3 , and Figure 7 shows examples of the 
Band Merging
To identify counterparts with cross-matching between z ′ -band and the other bands, we adopted a 0.5 arcsec search radius that corresponds to 3 times the RMS of astrometric accuracy between z ′ -band and u * -band, i.e., the pair that gave the worst coordinate matching accuracy. This small search area size helped us to minimize the chance coincidence rate (see §4.3).
After the source matching, we compiled all the catalogues into a single band-merged catalogue based on the z ′ -band sources. To ensure a robust catalogue against false sources and transients (e.g., time variable objects and asteroids), we excluded sources with only z ′ -band detection. As a result, the catalogue includes 85 797 out of 88 666 z ′ -band sources. The number of matched sources between z ′ -band and the other bands are summarized in Table 4 . In Table 5 , we summarize the statistics of sources with multiple band detections for all 8 bands in the optical and near-infrared together. During the matching of the sources, we identified three types of counterpart identifications: (case A) a single z ′ -band source has a unique counterpart, (case B) a single z ′ -band source has multiple counterpart candidates, and (case C) multiple z ′ -band sources have one common counterpart candidate. Due to the small searching area (0.5 arcsec radius), a significant fraction of the counterparts of z ′ -band sources are categorized into the case A. We assigned these unique pairs the " 0 " flag to indicate that the pair is reliable in our band-merged catalogue. Both of the cases B and C are very rare for all bands (< 0.01%) except the case B of u * -band. We visually checked the u * -band image and suspect that distorted PSF in u * -band causes such multiple detections of a single source. We treated the case B by summing fluxes of the multiple counterpart candidates and give them a flag " 1 " , while for the case C we listed the common source in other band as a counterpart for both of the z ′ -band sources with flag " 2 " in the catalogue. The number of pairs found in those case are summarized in Table 4 .
False Matching Rate
Reducing the risk of contamination by false sources is one of important points for catalogue construction. For this purpose, we cleaned up bad pixels ( §2), used weight maps during extracting sources in each band image individually ( §3.1), and crossmatched sources among bands and excluded sources detected only in z ′ -band ( §4.2). However, there is a small, but non-zero possibility of false matching in the merged catalogue. In this section we estimate the false matching rate in the catalogue.
First, we estimated the false detection rate in each image. We multiplied each image by -1 to make a positive-negative reversed image, and then ran SExtractor on a negative image with the same parameters as for a positive image to detect false sources. The main locations of the false sources in the negative image are along the radial structures of bright stars and at edges of the image. The numbers of detections in the negative image for each band are summarized in Table 6 . In the z ′ -band case, we detected 88 666 and 943 sources in the positive and negative images, respectively. Thus the false detection rate for z ′ -band is ∼1.06%. In our worst case, r ′ -band, the false detection rate is ∼1.65%.
Second, we estimated a false-false matching rate between z ′ and other band spurious sources in the negative images with 0.5 arcsec search radius. Even in the worst case, between z ′ and g ′ -bands, the number of spuriously matched sources is only 15 (15/943∼1.60%). This small percentage is probably due to the fairly tight matching radius criterion. Next, we measured a real-false matching rate between the sources in the positive z ′ -band image and false sources in other band negative images. Even in the worst case, z ′ and u * -bands, the rate is very low (∼0.002%). The results of false matching are also shown in Table 6 . Surprisingly, the real-false matching rate is smaller than the false-false matching rate in all bands except the u * -band. This is because most false sources detected in the negative images locate around strong artifacts around bright stars and the sky noise itself in each image randomly created less spurious sources. These results suggest that the real-false matching rate is extremely small in the final catalogue when we use the 0.5 arcsec radius search area, nevertheless many of the faint sources appear around the artifacts and the edges of images.
Finally, we calculated the probability of chance coincidences between the real sources. If their source positions are completely uncorrelated and randomly distributed, the chance coincidence rate can be calculated with n × S , where n is number density of images and S is search area. In the case of the g ′ -band, n is 224 450 per square degree and S is π × (0.5 arcsec) 2 , giving a predicted chance coincidence of 1.36%. However these positions are actually correlated when the sources are detected in the same field of view, because a source at a given band should be present in the other bands. Therefore the real chance coincidence rate in the final catalogue is expected to be much smaller than the predictions. We thus conclude that the false matching probability is negligibly small.
STAR -GALAXY SEPARATION
In this section, we attempt to separate stars securely from galaxies using stellarity index of SExtractor (CLASS STAR) and colour. CLASS STAR results from a supervised neural network that is trained to perform a star/galaxy classification with values between 0 and 1. Sources with CLASS STAR > 0.95 (as stars) and those with the value < 0.2 (as galaxies) in the catalogue are plotted separately in the u * − r ′ versus g ′ − z ′ colour plane (left panel of Figure 8 ). The figure shows that they are clearly separated with some small fraction of exceptions by a three-straight-line boundary connecting (u * − r ′ , g ′ − z ′ ) = (−1.0, 0.5), (0.5, 0.5), (3.0, 1.7), and (3.0, 5.0) (Hwang et al. 2007 ). However, contamination by extended sources becomes larger at u * − r ′ > 3 which is most likely due to red galaxies at z < 0.4 (Figure 1 of Strateva et al. 2001 ). In contrast, we found that the Table 6 . Summary of chance coincidence rate in the final catalogue. Col(1): Band name. Col(2): The number of detected sources in the original images shown in Table 2 . Col(3): The number (rate) of the detected sources in the negative image. Col(4): The number (rate) of matching between false sources in the negative images of the z ′ -band and other bands within a 0.5 arcsec radius circle. Col(5): The number (rate) of matching between the real sources in the original z ′ -band image and the false sources in the negative images of other bands within a 0.5 arcsec radius. Col(6): Predicted probability of chance coincidence rate within a 0.5 arcsec radial area, assuming a spacial distribution of sources in the z ′ -band and other bands are completely independent. We also investigated colour dependence on the stellarity index ranges. We plotted sources with 0.9 < CLASS STAR < 1.0, 0.8 < CLASS STAR < 0.9, 0.7 < CLASS STAR < 0.8, and 0.6 < CLASS STAR < 0.7 in the (a)-(d) panels of Figure 9 , respectively. The lines in all panels are the boundary shown in Figure  8 . The figure shows that most of the sources with CLASS STAR > 0.8 in panels (a) and (b) fall under the boundary suggesting stars, while sources with CLASS STAR < 0.7 in panel (d) are mainly located above the boundary indicating extended sources. The sources at 0.7 < CLASS STAR < 0.8 seem to be a mixture of the two classes. If we use only this colour criterion and stellarity index to separate stars from galaxies, quasars are likely to be misclassified as stars. In order to avoid this, we excluded sources bluer than u * − g ′ = 0.4 from the star candidates (Finlator et al. 2000) . In summary, the following criteria are for secure identification of stars; (1) g ′ − K s is bluer than the boundary in the u * − J versus g ′ − K s colour diagram, (2) CLASS STAR > 0.8, and (3) u * − g ′ > 0.4. 5441 star candidates satisfy those criteria in our catalogue with a flag of "STAR". We note that the flagging of sources with at least one band non-detection in the u * , g ′ , J, and (d) Fig. 9 . u * − J versus g ′ − K s colour-colour diagram for different stellarity index ranges at z ′ -band. (a)-(d) panels represent 0.9 < CLASS STAR < 1.0, 0.8 < CLASS STAR < 0.9, 0.7 < CLASS STAR < 0.8, and 0.6 < CLASS STAR < 0.7, respectively.
K s -bands is represented as "****" in the catalogue because the colour criteria cannot be used for them.
PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT DERIVATION

Photometric Redshift Computing with LePhare
We computed photometric redshifts (z p ) using LePhare code (Ilbert et al. 2006; Arnouts et al. 2007; Ilbert et al. 2009 ). We used 62 galaxy templates and the 154 star templates that we used for predicting Y-band magnitude as the photometric reference during the earlier data reduction ( §2.2). The galaxy templates are empirical ones from Coleman et al. (1980) with two starburst templates from (Kinney et al. 1996) . These templates are interpolated and adjusted to match the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (VVDS) spectra better (Arnouts et al. 2007 ). For galaxy templates of Scd and later spectral types, we considered the dust extinction reddening. Since considerable changes in the extinction curve are expected from galaxy to galaxy, we used two extinction laws. We adopted an interstellar extinction law determined from starburst galaxies (Calzetti et al. 2000) and the Small Magellanic Cloud extinction law (Prevot et al. 1984) with varying E(B − V) of 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5. A broad absorption excess at 2175 Å (UV bump) sometimes necessary to explain rest-frame UV flux in some starburst galaxies (Massarotti et al. 2001 ). Therefore we allowed an additional UV bump at 2175 Å for Calzetti extinction law if it produces a smaller χ 2 . Systematic offset are often found between the best fit SED templates and the observed apparent magnitudes in a given filter (Brodwin et al. 2006; Ilbert et al. 2006 Ilbert et al. , 2009 . Uncertainties in the zero point calibration of the photometric data as well as imperfect knowledge of galaxy SEDs are responsible these offsets. They may produce biases in the photometric redshift measurements. In order to correct it, for each filter, f , we computed the systematic offset (s f ) between the photometry in a given filter and the photometry for the best SED fitting at the fixed spectroscopic redshift (z s ) of the AKARI detected galaxies with the option AUTO ADAPT in the LePhare algorithm. 483 sources excluding Type 1 AGN taken with Keck/DEIMOS (Takagi et al., in prep.) , MMT/Hectospec and WIYN/HYDRA (Shim et al. 2013 ) are used as an input catalogue for the training and estimation of the z p accuracy. The all z s of 483 galaxies were measured by using two or more emission lines or absorption lines. Many objects with z s distribute in the local universe at z < 1 (453 sources ∼ 94%) and only ∼ 6% of the galaxy are at z > 1. Iteratively, we then searched for the best set of corrections that minimized the offsets. Once found, the offset was applied to the SEDs when computing the photometric redshift for the entire catalogue. The z p is the redshift value which minimizes the merit function χ 2 (z, T, A):
where F f pred (z, T ) is the predicted flux for a template T at redshift z. F f obs the observed flux, σ f obs is the associated error, and A is the normalization factor. The grid spacing in redshift is δz = 0.02. A redshift probability distribution function (PDFz) is computed for each object using the χ 2 merit function, PDFz ∝ exp(-χ 2 (z)/2) every grid space. The best redshift is derived by parabolic interpolation of the PDF with galaxy library. If a second peak is found in the PDFz with a height larger than 5% of the main peak, the corresponding redshift is given as a second solution. In addition to the best χ 2 derived from the galaxy library (hearafter χ 2 gal ), a best χ 2 computed using the stellar liberally is derived for each object (hearafter χ 2 star ).
Photometric Redshift Accuracy
We assess the photometric redshift accuracy by comparing photometric redshifts against spectroscopic redshifts. Figure 10 shows the comparison between z p with z s from the 483 sources. Objects, whose second solution in the PDFz are found, are shown with pink triangles. Since z p of those sources are not reliable, we excluded for the measurement of z p accuracy. We obtained an accuracy of σ ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.032 and a catastrophic error rate of η = 5.8% ( ∆z 1+z > 0.15) at z < 1, while σ ∆z/(1+z) ∼ of 0.117 and η = 16.6% at z > 1. The median offset between the photometric redshift and spectroscopic redshift is ∆z/(1 + z) = 0.008 and 0.018 for z < 1 and z > 1, respectively. Coupon et al. (2009) ′ AB < 22.5 at 0 < z < 2. In our catalogue, there are 382 sources with z s in the range of 17.5 < i ′ AB < 22.5, and 97% of them are z s < 1. We compared the z p with z s of them and found an accuracy of σ ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.031 with a catastrophic error rate of η = 3.5%, which are comparable to the CFHTLS results.
Since evaluation of the z p accuracy from the comparison with z s is limited to specific range of magnitude and redshift, we use the 1σ uncertainty in the derived z p probability distribution to extend the uncertainty estimates over the full magnitude/redshift space. For the estimate of the accuracy, we exclude stars. In §5, we securely flagged star using (u * − J) -(g ′ − K s ) colour in addition to the stellarity index. During SED fitting using LePhare, we also calculated χ 2 gal and χ 2 star for each object. If χ 2 star < χ 2 gal , it suggests that the object is more likely to be a star than a galaxy. We compared the SED χ 2 classification and colour with the stellarity index, and found that both classifications are excellently agreed with each other : 5381 out of 5441 star-flagged sources with the color-morphology classification method are classified as stars with the SED χ 2 criterion. It suggests that both criteria work well, and then we excluded stars flagged by either SED χ 2 classification or the color-morphology classification for measure of the z p accuracy below.
Following Ilbert et al. (2006) , we plotted the 1σ negative and positive uncertainties derived from the PDFz as a function of redshift and z ′ -band magnitude (Figure 11 ). The uncertainties are derived from at 68% of the probability distribution. This figure shows that the accuracy is inevitably degraded for fainter galaxies at all redshift and the z p have significantly higher uncertainty at z p > ∼ 1. From z p > 0 up to z p = 1, the 1σ errors do not dependent significantly on the redshift at z ′ < 23. With z ′ = 23 -24, the accuracy is ∼ 0.7, which is consistent with the accuracy estimated from the z p -z s comparison (see Figure 10) . At z p > 1, the accuracy with z ′ < 22 is continuously small, while the accuracy for fainter sources goes high. Therefore, our photometric redshifts are highly accurate up to at least z p < 1 with z ′ < 24 or z p < 2.5 with z ′ < 22. Figure 12 shows the photometric redshift distribution for all objects classified as galaxy with at least five band detections. The peak of the distribution is located at redshifts between at z ∼ 0.3 -0.4, and the number of sources monotonically decreases with increasing redshift. Murata et al. (2013) constructed a revised near to mid infrared catalogue for the AKARI NEP-Deep survey. They compared the AKARI NEP-Deep catalogue with our final catalogue to identify optical counterparts. In total, 23 345 AKARI sources have their optical counterparts, and 8916 of them have mid-infrared (any of S 7 -L24) fluxes. In this section, we will focus on the sources detected by AKARI with optical counterparts and demonstrate the properties of the AKARI sources. Daddi et al. (2004) developed a highly popular technique that allows both the selection and classification of 1.4 < z < 2.5 star-forming galaxies, passively evolved galaxies and stars using a simple BzK s colour-colour diagram. In the BzK s technique, high redshift objects are uniquely located in regions of the BzK s diagram. The validity of this technique has been supported by many authors. Original paper of Daddi et al. (2004) used the VLT Bessel B band filter, the VLT Gunn z filter, and the ISAAC K s band filter. Although the z ′ and K s -band filters of CFHT are similar to those Daddi et al. used , the CFHT MegaCam g ′ -band filter has offset from the B band filter. Liz & Marcin (2013) considered the positions of the Daddi et al. (2004) ′ z ′ K s diagram can be used for classification of 1.4 < z < 2.5 star-forming galaxies, passively evolved galaxies and stars. Liz & Marcin (2013) defined new colour-cats to distinguish those properties as
AKARI SOURCES
As the same as BzK s technique, high redshift star-forming galaxies are located in the left of the Eq. (2) and stars are separated by Eq. (4) in the g ′ z ′ K s diagram. We first plotted the z p < 1.4 AKARI sources (left panel of Figure 13 ). Almost all stars (∼ 98.9%) classified in §5 are lying under the Eq. (4), while extended galaxies are distributed enclosed area by the three equations. It suggests that the criteria of star-galaxy classification discussed in §5 work well. On the other hand, we plotted galaxies at 1.4 < z p < 2.5 in the g ′ z ′ K s diagram in right panel of Figure 13 . All points in the left panel are plotted in gray. We found that the 1.4 < z p < 2.5 galaxies are located at upper-left of galaxies of z p < 1.4 systematically although more than 50% of 1.4 < z p < 2.5 galaxies are scattered into z p < 1.4 region. This is probably a consequence of the increased scatter of the photometric redshift higher than z p > 1. When we use the g ′ z ′ K s diagram, we can distinguish 759 AKARI sources (∼ 3.2%) as high-z galaxies independent of z p with large uncertainty at z p > 1. The average z ′ magnitude of the highz galaxies of 1.4 < z p is 23.2 (± 0.4) mag, which is consistent with the z ′ -band 50% completeness, suggesting that it is possible there are AKARI sources of high-z star-forming galaxies without optical counterparts. We also found that only less than 0.1% of AKARI sources come into the passive galaxies' area where is above the Eq. (3).
Seen from the g ′ z ′ K s diagram, the AKARI sample is dominated by sources at z < 1.4, and < 5% of the AKARI sources with optical counterparts are located at the high-z universe and most of them seem to be star-forming active galaxies.
Mid Infrared Sources
We compared z p between sources with detections and nondetections in AKARI MIR bands. We divided AKARI sources into two groups, one is detected in any of MIR bands (S 7-L24) and the other is not. After excluding star-flagged sources, MIR detected and non-detected groups include 8085 sources and 11 616 sources, respectively. Figure 14 shows z p histograms for each group. This figure shows that MIR non-detected group is distributed at higher redshift systematically compared with MIR detected group. The distribution of MIR detected group has sharp peak around z ∼ 0.5 and suddenly decreases at higher redshift, while MIR non-detected sources have gentle peak around z p ∼ 0.5 − 1. This tendencies are explained by the difference of sensitivities of AKARI near and mid infrared detectors. Since mid-infrared band sensitivities are relatively poorer than those of near-infrared bands, there is a bias that MIR bands detect lowerredshift bright sources.
Finally we plotted the AKARI sources in the g ′ z ′ K s plane in Figure 15 . This figure shows that some sources with nondetections in AKARI MIR bands (∼ 22%) are plotted in the stellar region under the Eq. (4), while stellar contamination to the sources with detections in the MIR bands are negligible small (∼ 4.0%). Very similar fraction of sources with and without MIR detections (∼ 5.3% and ∼ 6.4%, respectively) are distributed in the 1.4 < z < 2.5 star-forming galaxy region.
For these sources located in the 1.4 < z < 2.5 star-forming galaxy region, MIR detected sources seem to be systematically redder along the line of Eq. (2) compared with MIR non-detected group. Since galaxies become redder along the line of Eq. (2) depending on the E(B − V) values in Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model as shown in Figure 13 , here we defined an axis along the line of Eq. (2) as "Reddening axis". The difference between MIR detected and non-detected groups can be more clearly seen along the "Reddening axis" as shown in right panel of Figure 15 . Although the colour can be redder both from the old age and the star formation along the "Reddening axis", the effect from the age is significantly small. Therefore, the redder colour of MIR detected sources probably indicates that they are dust attenuated star-forming galaxies.
In conclusion, when we select sources detected in AKARI MIR bands, then dusty, star-forming galaxies at around z < ∼ 0.5 are preferentially-chosen with less stellar contamination. all the band catalogues with existing u * -band catalogue to construct an optical -near infrared 8-band merged photometric catalogue covering the AKARI NEP-Deep field. The 4σ detection limits over an 1 arcsec radius aperture are 26.7, 25.9, 25.1, 24.1, 23.4, 23.0, and 22.7 
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and K sbands, respectively. The astrometry of the band-merged catalogue is offset by 0.013 arcsec to the 2MASS with an RMS offset of 0.32 arcsec, while the RMS offsets between z ′ -band and the other bands are 0.08-0.11 arcsec, but that between z ′ and u * -bands is worse (0.18 arcsec) because of a slightly degraded PSF in u * -band. We securely distinguished stars from galaxies with (u * − J) versus (g ′ − K s ) colour-colour diagram with CLASS STAR of < 0.8. We derived photometric redshifts based of a SED template fitting procedure using LePhare. The errors comparison with z s for our spectroscopic sub-sample reveals the dispersion of σ ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.032 with η = 5.8% catastrophic failures at z p < 1. We extrapolate this result to fainter magnitudes using the 1σ uncertainties in the z p probability distribution functions. At z p < 1, we estimate a z p accuracy of σ ∆z = 0.7 with z ′ < 24, while the accuracy is strongly degraded at z p > 1 or z ′ > 24. We investigated properties of AKARI sources with opti-cal counterparts from our catalogue. We plotted the sources with g ′ z ′ K s diagram and found that most of the AKARI sources are located in the low-z (z < 1.4) and < 5% of them are classified as high-z (1.4 < z < 2.5) star-forming galaxies. Among the high-z star-forming galaxies, MIR detected sources seems to be affected stronger dust extinction compared with sources with non-detections in AKARI MIR bands. Our final catalogue contains 85 797 sources with z p , which are detected in z ′ -band and at least one of the other bands. This optical to near-infrared photometric data with photometric redshift in the AKARI NEPDeep field derived here are crucial to study star-formation history at the era of active universe (z ∼ 1) using multi-wavelength data sets (Chandra, GALEX, AKARI, Herschel, S CU BA-2, and WS RT ).
Appendix A: CATALOGUE FORMAT
We give a short description of the columns in the catalogue in the following. Column (1) : Identification number. Columns (2) and (3) : the J2000 right ascension and the declination, in degrees. The coordinates are based on the z ′ -band astrometry. Columns (4) and (5) : the AB magnitudes of the sources in the z ′ -band, and z ′ -band magnitude error, respectively. Columns (6), (9), (12), (15), (18), (21), and (24) : the AB magnitudes of the other bands (u * , g ′ , r ′ , i ′ , Y, J, and K s -bands). Columns (7), (10), (13), (16), (19), (22), and (25) : the magnitude errors for the other bands. Columns (8), (11), (14), (17), (20), (23), and (26) : the cross-matching flags.
" 0 " : a unique counterpart is found for the z ′ -band sources.
" 1 " : multiple counterparts are found for the z ′ -band sources. The magnitude is the sum of all the candidate fluxes. " 2 " : multiple z ′ -band sources have one common counterpart in other band. If counterparts are not found, " −99.00 " is inserted as the dummy values into magnitude and error columns of the no-counterpart bands with " −1 " flag. Column (27) : the CLASS STAR at z ′ -band image. Column (28) : flags of stars based on colour-colour diagram.
" STAR " is identified as a star and " **** " , is the others. Columns (29) and (30): spectroscopic redshift and flag measured by Takagi et al. (in prep.) (32) and (33): spectroscopic redshift, flag, and classification by Shim et al. (2013) , using MMT/Hectospec and WIYN/HYDRA. " 4.0 " : the redshift is clearly identified using more than two significant spectral features. " 3.0 " : the redshift is very likely identified. Multiple spectral features are used, but some of the features have low signal-to-noise ratio.
" 2.5 " : objects which seem to be between flags 2 and 3.
" 2.0 " : the redshift is identified based on single, weak spectral features (including continuum break). Probable, but unreliable. " 1.5 " : the spectral features are very weak, might be real, but are not reliable. " −99 " : no Keck/DEIMOS spectral data. There are 5 classifications; GALAXY, STAR, TYPE1, TYPE2, and UNKNOWN. Column (34) : photometric redshift for galaxy measured by SED fitting ( §6). Star-flagged sources in columns (28) and (33) 
